MULTI-CAMERA
SWITCHER
(for OS 100 Video Security Camera System)

OWNER’S
MANUAL
INSTALLATION AND OPERATION

DISTRIBUTED BY :

MANSOOR ELECTRONICS LTD.
310 ALDEN ROAD,
MARKHAM, ONTARIO, CANADA L3R 4C1
TEL: (905) 475-8444 FAX: (905) 475-3576

BEFORE INSTALLING OR
OPERATING THE SWITCHER,
PLEASE READ THIS MANUAL.
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Rear View

1) SENSOR selector : Press this selector and the LED indicator above it will illuminate,
indicating that the system is in MOTION SENSOR activation mode. When any of the OS
100 cameras in the system are then activated by its built-in motion sensor, the image
from that camera will be displayed on the TV set connected to the system. (Note:Select
“AUTO” mode function and adjust the “TIME” control on the RF Modulator Unit of the
OS 100 system to the “MIN” position when using SENSOR mode operation on the SB
100)
2) AUTO selector : Press this selector momentarily and the LED indicator above it will
illuminate continuously, indicating that the system is in sequential switching mode. In
this mode the image from each camera will be displayed on the TV set connected to the
system for a duration of time that is adjustable by the TIME control located on the rear
side of the SB 100. As each camera is activated, the LED located above its respective
selector is illuminated. The sequence of camera switching can be programmed by
depressing the AUTO selector for more than 3 seconds, at which time the LED indicator
will begin to flash on and off. To program the desired camera sequence simply press
each CAMERA selector in the order you want, after which the AUTO selector should
again be pressed to exit the programming mode. (Note:Select “ON” mode function on
the RF Modulator Unit of the OS 100 system when using AUTO mode operation on the
SB 100)
3) CAMERA 1~4 selectors : Pressing these selectors at any time will manually over-ride
either the SENSOR or AUTO modes, immediately displaying the image from the camera
selected on the TV. The LED above each selector will illuminate.
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1) Connect the DIN plug(s) at the end of each OS 100 camera cable to the input
jacks on the rear of the multi-camera switcher. Labelled C1, C2, C3 and C4
respectively.
2) Connect the OUTPUT jack on the multi-camera switcher to the CAMERA input
jack on the control unit (supplied with each OS 100). Use the 1 metre (4´´) DIN
connection cable supplied with the multi-camera switcher for this connection
(Note: When using the multi-camera switcher together with 2 or more OS 100
video security camera systems, only 1 control unit from the OS 100 systems is
required)
3) Plug the power adapter into the rear of the multi-camera switcher, and connect
to AC power.
4) There is no need to change the existing connection method used between the
OS 100 control unit and the TV set.
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Contents:
• 4 camera switcher unit
• Power adapter 110V AC / 10V DC (1A)
• 1 metre (4´´) DIN connection cable
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The Home Sentinel SB 100 multi-camera switcher lets you expand the OS 100
video security camera system and connect up to 4 cameras to any standard TV
set. It still allows each camera in the system to operate automatically by way of its
built-in motion sensor, and an additional auto switching feature is included in the
multi-camera switcher to allow a sequential operation, cycling between all
cameras installed in the system.
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4) POWER : Use to turn the system power on or off.
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5) TIME adjustment control : Use to adjust the AUTO mode time on each camera from a
minimum of 3 seconds to a maximum of 60 seconds.

<4CH SWITCHER UNIT>

TV & VCR
(NOT SUPPLIED)
CCD CAMERA

Connection of the SB 100 multi-camera switcher

6) OUTPUT connector : Use the DIN cable supplied to connect between the SB 100 multicamera switcher and the OS 100 control unit.
7) DC IN connector : Connect to the 110V AC / 10V DC power adapter.

